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Cat-Nr: KINKYCOMBAT

Kinky Combat

Artikel info:-

When two of our most crazy boys enter the ring to fight each
other it gets hard and hot at the same time. Clothed in
wrestling singlets the boys start their hardest meet up. The
first round Jermaine is in the leading role. He shows class A
tricks and turns Knut into his victim. He strangles him with his
singlet and herds him through the ring like a dog. After the
first round it gets too hot for the guys. The singlets fall and
they keep on fighting in thongs. Again Jermaine fights harder
and holds the best cards. He chokes Knut like mad and Knut
realizes that this is no fun anymore, gets angry and chooses
uncommon actions. A well aimed hit and a grab into
Jermaine&acute;s crown jewels take the fight to next level.
Jermaine still has the upper hand with choking and leg
scissors but Knut knows how to fight back. He throws
Jermaine brutally to the ground. After that Jermaine shreds
Knut&acute;s thong and spanks his ass with his singlet. After
Knut is up again the fight turns into the next level. But again
Jermaine stays in the leading position. He struggles some
time but wins the round. Knut who was fighting naked until
that time needs a brake and returns with new shorts. He
knows that he has lost several round and has to turn the
tables now. So he starts using mean tricks and attacks
Jermaine&acute;s cock and balls again and again. But he has
no success since Jermaine revenges with the same attacks.
Jermaine has to suffer a lot as well but keeps upper hand. But
after attacking Knut on the ground with his feet he has to feel
Knut&acute;s fury. Now Knut has to take a lot since Knut
fights with all tricks. The next minutes are even since Knut
finally reached his best form and is able to strike back. As
often the decision comes in the final round. And so it gets
even harder again. Just at the beginning the guys shred each
other shorts and put everything, really everything in the
balance. Scissors, headlocks, hair pulling, ballgrabs,
schoolboypin, gutpunching, choking, posing are just some
keywords for the last and final round.

Play length approx 54 min.

Price :  29,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Kinky Combat :

shipping method
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Download HD, DVD Shipping.

In catalog since Friday 20 April, 2018
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